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Introduction
Hello,
If you are taking the time to read this report it means you are involved in or have an interest in
Apprenticeships and the Skills agenda more broadly; you may too have attended the AELP National
Conference. The interest and passion in this agenda is why a partnership between Innovate
Awarding and LearnBox began.
Quite often we all meet organisations who have shared views and opinions and we want to help
make things work but the day to day job gets in the way. When Innovate Awarding and LearnBox
first met we felt a lot of synergy in our values and what we both aim to achieve. We want to make
Apprenticeships work, we want to know how providers, employers and apprentices can be
supported, we want to make complex things more simple, and we want to make our part of the
Apprenticeship system work well.
So one of the starting points for us was to get a real sense of what the current key challenges are
and the opportunities that exist. In order to do this is was important we gave everyone at the
conference a voice, not just those comfortable standing up in a room full of hundreds of people.
LearnBox live and breathe removing the classroom stigma which includes putting your hand up to
ask a question if you’re not confident to do so and Innovate Awarding agree with this ethos.
So we worked together to sponsor the AELP conference and to provide an innovative question tool
to gain your views and opinions. The tool was very easy to use and your questions could be sent to
speakers and ministers during the conference from the comfort of your seat and anonymously if you
so wished. General questions could also be put to the audience as a poll and the results shown
instantly on the main screen - an instant sense check of the thoughts and opinions within the sector.
We believe no question should be left un-asked or un-answered and we hope the outcomes detailed
in this report provide answers to any questions unanswered on the day. Special thanks to Simon
Ashworth and the AELP team for answering these questions on our behalf.
Innovate Awarding and LearnBox see this as the start of an ongoing partnership to make the
apprenticeship reforms a success; we will be continuing to follow up on a number of the areas
detailed in the report. We hope you find this useful and do keep in touch with us. Our job is to help
you and your apprentices succeed.
For more information regarding LearnBox and Innovate Awarding please see the advertisements
within this report. Finally, please click on this link to see the video highlights of the AELP National
Conference 2018; a fantastic event!
Happy reading.
Kind Regards
Charlotte & Lucy

Lucy Dunleavy
Managing Director
LearnBox
info@learningboxed.com

Charlotte Bosworth
Managing Director
Innovate Awarding
epa@innovateawarding.org
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Themes and Summary
At this year’s AELP National Conference we received a record number of delegates attending and it
was a great couple of days in West London. During the conference we logged a significant number of
questions and comments through the new online conference app. Many thanks to all those who
used the app and we wanted to provide some feedback and commentary as due to time constraints
on the day it was not possible to get through all of these. We have analysed the questions and
comments submitted, grouped them under common themes and provided our responses and some
commentary under each session. As always we encourage members to keep in touch through our
dedicated mailbox: apprenticeships@aelp.org.uk

Day 1
Opening Keynotes
Speakers: Martin Dunford OBE (AELP Chair), Maisey Woodland (Apprentice – Innovate Awarding)
and Anne Milton MP.
Key themes from this session included:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

3 million apprenticeship starts by 2020 – still achievable?
How will the IFA be held to account regarding being more agile and responsive.
Concerns about lack of EPA for apprentices on programme.
Concerns about the volume of level 2 standards being approved by the IfA.
Funding for many frameworks is dire and undeliverable.
New replacement standards still not yet ready.
The impact of the 10% cash contribution on SME participation.
The economic impact on the sector of the reforms and drop in starts.

As with in 2017, we were delighted to be joined by Anne Milton MP who gave a keynote and then
stayed to take questions from the audience. For the question and answer session members voiced
concerns that the Minister did not appear to recognise the serious economic impact the reforms was
having on providers. A number of references related to the slashed funding for apprenticeship
frameworks from May 2017 and over twelve months on still no replacement standards are available
to move in to. Starts with non-levy employers have declined significantly with some sectors such as
Health and Social Care seeing the most significant decline in participation. A key theme from the
conference was the importance of level two provision and this coincided with AELP launching a
policy paper on this in the days leading up to the conference. The final theme from this session
centred around the IfA and included the approval of new standards, the transparency of funding
bands, the lack of end point assessment availability and wanting to know how the Minister would
hold the IfA to account for being more agile and responsive in approving standards and assessment
plans.
AELP has long said that the 3m starts target by 2020 was achievable, but in order to achieve this
target then government needed to rethink its decision to discount around 200 established providers
from access to non-levy apprenticeship funding through the oversubscribed procurement and the
subsequent contract pro-rata/minimum contract value of £200k in December 2017. AELP has also
called for a relaxation of financial co-investment for 16-24 years old apprentices undertaking a level
2 or level 3 apprenticeship until April 2019. AELP has also challenged both the DfE and IfA on the
inadequate funding arrangements for 30+ legacy frameworks including Childcare and Business
Administration and will continue to do so.
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Theme 1 Promoting Apprenticeships
Speakers: Jason Holt (Apprenticeship Ambassador Network), Emily Chapman (National Union of
Student - NUS) and Dr Neil Bentley (WorldSkills UK)
Key themes from this session included:
•
•
•
•
•

Many schools still have no desire in letting providers talk to their pupils.
Lack of awareness of Baker Clause in schools.
ITP involvement in WorldSkills.
Who pays for World Skills and how does it work.
More support for disadvantaged apprentices required, for example with subsidised travel

After hearing from the speakers the members voiced concerns that many schools either still have no
awareness of the Baker Clause and/or are still restricting access for providers to talk to pupils about
apprenticeship opportunities. On the theme of WorldSkills there still a number of providers in the
sector who are unaware of the WorkSkills programme and the mechanics of how it runs, who pays
and how to get involved. A key theme from the session from the NUS was highlighting the challenges
many disadvantaged apprentices face in terms of access to affordable travel in order to get to their
place of work.
In January 2018 the Department for Education published guidance for access for education and
training providers: Statutory guidance for governing bodies, school leaders and school staff – which
says that all pupils must have access to providers. This is a key document and suggest referencing
back to this document when dealing with challenging schools in regards access:
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file
/672418/_Careers_guidance_and_access_for_education_and_training_providers.pdf.
Also in January 2018, AELP sponsored and contributed to a report commissioned by Policy Connect
on Apprenticeships and Social Mobility. A cross-party Commission of politicians has called for a
series of policy decisions so that apprenticeship reforms address the government’s key objectives
around social mobility, particularly boosting access for young people from economically
disadvantaged. One of the recommendations was in regards to subsidised transport for
disadvantaged apprentices. https://www.policyconnect.org.uk/research/spotlight-apprenticeshipsand-social-mobility.
Finally, in regards to WorldSkills AELP recognises the significant opportunity for ITPs to be involved
with WorldSkills, which historically has been dominated by General Further Education Colleges. AELP
has worked with WorldSkills to form a WorldSkills ITP Advisory Board with links to the local
networks. Further information on this will be coming out in Countdown.
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Theme 2 Managing the Reforms
Speaker: Eileen Milner - ESFA
Key themes from this session included:
•
•

•
•

April 2019 - Will there be another non-levy procurement
The Register of Apprenticeship Training Provider (RoATP) refresh
What is the ESFA’s approach to new providers making “insufficient progress”
Will providers have any new opportunities to bid for AEB direct contracts

Providers raised a number of questions in this session with the Chief Executive of the EFSA,
predominantly on the future of apprenticeships, including what will happen in April 2019 when the
current non-levy apprenticeship contracts expire and when will the refresh of the Register of
Apprenticeship Training Provider (RoATP) happen. Providers were also keen to hear about how the
ESFA will intervene with new providers identified by Ofsted as making insufficient progress during
official monitoring visits. All pertinent questions considering that Paul Joyce later told the
conference about Ofsted’s concerns with 1 in 4 new providers already being identified in this
category and therefore how do we ensure the apprenticeship system remains robust and high
quality. Finally, providers raised a number of questions about the future of national AEB contracts
and will there be opportunities for ITPs to bid for new funds or not.
The government’s aspiration of moving all employers to the digital service in April 2019 when the
non-levy contracts expire now looks an unlikely outcome. All options therefore remain on the table
include a new procurement, extending current non-levy contracts or a hybrid model of contracts and
allowing providers on the RoATP without a current non-levy contract access to direct funding. AELP’s
position has always clear is that we would not support the option of a new procurement round and
we will continue to lobby and influence against this. We expect further updates and announcements
on this towards the end of the Summer.
Linked to April 2019 is the future of the RoATP. Originally the RoATP was devised as a PQQ to the
non-levy ITT. The ESFA are currently considering the future of the RoATP and how it will operate.
Later at the conference Keith Smith hinted that the RoATP would likely reopen in “late SeptemberOctober time”. We expect that the criteria on the refreshed register to be significantly different from
previous iterations, including more acknowledgment of track record. We will be providing support to
members on this later in the year.
Maintaining quality in the system remains a priority. The facts are stark that 1 in 4 new providers
visited so far by Ofsted have scored “insufficient progress”. In these cases, arrangements are
currently unclear about official subsequent intervention. The ESFA have recognised this and have
been in discussions with Ofsted about reviewing their approach to intervention. AELP continue to
feed into this process.
A number of providers asked whether providers without a current national AEB contract will be able
to bid for a new contract at some point in the future. We are unaware of any plans to procure new
national AEB contracts – the current contracts awarded in November 2017 were for an initial oneyear period, but with the option to extend to up to a further two years. However, procurement
opportunities for direct AEB contracts in a number of the devolved regions will be starting this
Summer, with new contracts commencing for the start of FY19-20.
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Theme 3 Ensuring Quality Provision
Speakers: Sir Gerry Berrigan (Institute for Apprenticeships), Sally Collier (Ofqual) and Julie Hyde
(NCFE)
Key themes from this session included:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

The cost of EQA and when this will be implemented
With 30 EQA providers how will there be consistency in the system.
EPA coverage vs readiness to deliver - readiness to deliver should be more important than
perceived coverage.
The review of the funding bands has the potential to kill the march to higher quality if
funding is reduced. Good quality provision costs more than poor quality provision.
Funding for lower level but absolutely fundamental apprenticeships such as Business
Administration and Childcare are too low
Existing funding bands are not consistent or equitable.
Funding band allocation is NOT transparent. Trailblazer group do not understand why
provider quotes for (real example) an average of £16K end up with a £6K cap, with no
explanation of why this is.
Concerns about capacity and capability of end point assessors.

During this session delegates raised the most number of questions in the general Q&A. Themes of
the questions included: external quality assurance – costs, arrangements, consistency and
comparability. Other topics related to funding and concerns about capacity and capability of end
point assessors.
During this session it was announced that the IfA now had the ability to charge up to £56 per
apprentice for EQA which falls under its remit (currently subcontracted to Open Awards). When you
multiple £56 per potential apprentice this could total £34m a year – comparably this is double the
current cost of running Ofqual. There was no clarification on when or if the IfA would implement
this charge, but it is something we are pursuing to establish. More generally AELP’s long standing
position is that there should be a single body responsible for EQA and this should be Ofqual.

AELP has long challenged the lack of transparency in the process by which the IfA determines the
final funding band allocation, where in many cases the proposed funding band bears no correlation
to the quotes provided as part of the trailblazer process. Furthermore, AELP has had long term
concerns about capacity and capability of end point assessors and at the conference announced the
launching of a free online end point assessor training resource, available to members to help built
capacity: https://www.aelp.org.uk/news/news/press-releases/online-assessor-course-launched-foraelp-members/
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Theme 4 Ofsted Looking Forward
Speaker: Paul Joyce (Ofsted)
Key themes from this session included:
•
•
•

Will providers be penalised for delivering good quality programmes against some poorly
designed apprenticeship standards
Are Ofsted concerned about the capacity and capability within providers to deliver new
standards effectively.
So who is responsible overall for quality... IfA, ESFA or Ofsted?

The session from Paul Joyce was probably the most well received session over the two days, with the
audience breaking out to sporadic applauses on a number of occasions – especially when Paul Joyce
reiterated that “Ofsted were inspectors not auditors” when it came to the 20% off-the-job.
Generally, members raised questions which were also raised in previous sessions. One theme was
who now has ultimate responsibility and accountable for quality in the apprenticeship system.
Members were also interested to hear about the findings from the monitoring visits of new
providers and the challenges and the impact for providers in delivering particularly poorly designed
apprenticeship standards.
The question about quality was well timed. Sir Gerry Berrigan of the IfA, Anne Milton MP, Keith
Smith of the ESFA, Rory Kennedy of the DfE and Amanda Spielman on behalf of Ofsted all recently
appeared in front of the Select Education Committee Inquiry into the Quality of Apprenticeships and
Skills Training. One of the key themes following the appearance of the minister and the officials was
that were was clearly confusion about overall accountability for apprenticeship quality. AELP’s
position on overall accountability for quality is clear that Ofsted are the clear custodians of quality,
whereas the ESFA have responsibility for compliance, managing funding and implementing DfE
policy.
AELP share Ofsted’s concerns about the quality of some of the new providers with no track record
who entered the marketplace either through the RoATP and delivering directly to levy paying
employers and/or some new providers with no track record who were awarded a non-levy contract
in December 2017. The fact that 1 in 4 of those visited by Ofsted have been awarded insufficient
progress by Ofsted is an extremely concerning early trend. AELP is committed to providing a range of
support programmes in order to support new providers through this transitional period.
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Theme 5 Good Governance of Providers
Speakers: Ruth Silver (FETL), Dr Sue Pember (HOLEX) and Nicola Hay (Outsource Training)
Key themes from this session included:
•
•

Does the new governance code fit with both small and large providers?
Why has neither the DfE or ETF not produced any framework or guidance for ITPs on
governance?

The final session of day one culminated in the launch of the draft Governance Code for ITPs which
had been developed by Dr Sue Pember and has been funded by FETL. Dr Sue Pember also ran
supporting workshops at the conference to complement this process.
The Governance Code for ITPs has been developed to fit with all ITPs, although specific aspects will
fit the different sized ITPs in the sector. AELP has consulted with both Ofsted and the DfE in the
development of the governance code. Paul Joyce mentioned in his speech that it may also be
something moving forward which Ofsted would expect to see adopted by ITPs.
Further information on the Governance Code for ITPs can be found here:
https://www.aelp.org.uk/news/news/press-releases/new-code-of-good-governance-launched-forindependent-training-providers/
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Day 2
Theme 1 Shaping a Coherent Skills Strategy
Speakers: Gillian Keegan MP, Jennifer Coupland (DfE) and Dr Julie Nugent (West Midlands Combined
Authority – WMCA)
Key themes from this session included:
•
•
•
•
•

What happens to the 40% of young people who don’t get 5 good GCSEs who wouldn’t be
accepted on a T level and for whom there aren’t enough apprenticeships on offer at L2?
Why has little been said on the transition year for T levels, pathways are vital if social
mobility is to be maintained?
Why did you ask for providers who were good and outstanding to tender for T Levels and
then decline providers on the basis that they were not outstanding and only Good?
What plans do you now have for bridging provision to prepare learners for T Levels as
promised in the Skills Plan?
How will the Employer burden of supervising learners in the workplace be practically
supported and how will safeguarding be managed?

Day two started with a captivating and passionate speech from Gillian Keegan MP, resulting in a
number of comments from members about a potential future career as Skills Minister. Much of the
first session on day two generated questions from members in regards to the practicalities and
unknowns of the new T-Level programmes.
We heard about T levels – all interesting and there is a clear plan, but again our frustration is the lack
of recognition of the role ITPs can play. Only a small proportion of the £76m being spent on industry
placement capacity coming to ITPs and the provider networks would change the feeling from
concern to excitement and engagement, as the apprenticeship providers could then have those
single conversations with employers about apprenticeships, traineeships and T levels. At the same
time not many ITPs are in there despite their vocational and employer engagement expertise. We
are in danger of replicating what we have had before and ending up with the same problems we
have had before. Innovation comes from the ground, not the government so come on DfE, let’s
recognise where expertise and innovation and agility sit and support it properly.
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Theme 2 Employer Tackling Skills Challenge
Speakers: Karen Hewitt (British Airways), Jenny Taylor (IBM), Chris Baumann (Aktrion), Caroline
Bedford (Grant Thornton) and Keith Smith (ESFA)
Key themes from this session included:
•
•
•
•
•
•

The need for greater flexibility with the 20% off-the-job training
Funding band reviews are concerning when will we hear the outcome.
Numbers have dropped in Apprenticeships, have the government reviewed the reason why
When is the Register of Apprenticeship Training Providers (RoATP) reopening
Is the ESFA willing to consider removing the 10% co-investment fee
It’s not clear to us providers if it is OFSTED or ESFA and what the ESFA will focus on in their
audits compared to Ofsted.

The key theme from this session was very much a focus on the 20% off-the-job training requirement
and the importance of level 2 provision. Off-the-job training is an important of any apprenticeship –
it is the rules that are currently in place that will damage it, not the attitude of providers or
employers. A number of the employers highlighted that flexibility for off the job during out of work
hours was vitally important and would help ensure sure the apprentice has “skin in the game”.
It was positive to hear some of our largest employers: IBM, Grant Thornton, BA and Aktrion say how
important level 2 apprenticeships were, and the madness of the rules around 20% off the job (once
again not saying it shouldn’t happen – but more emphasis on how and where it happens - describing
the current rules being in danger of devaluing and demeaning apprenticeships and apprentices) and
a full blown attack on the IFA being the biggest threat to reforms, with particular concern about the
lack of transparency shown by the IfA in regards funding band allocation and the current funding
band review.
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Theme 3 & 4 Review of Post 18 Education and Funding & Response from the Opposition.
Speakers: Philip Augar and Gordon Marsden MP
Key themes from this session included:
•
•
•

It’s a shame there are no ITPs on the Higher and Further education review group.
Great to hear the recognising the importance of Level 2 provision.
Great to hear talk about Traineeships. Still not heard the current minister ever mention
Traineeships.

It was a real privilege to have Philip Augar speak at our conference about the post 18 funding review
he is chairing. Once again the importance of both productivity and social mobility were
highlighted. He shared, for the first time, some of the themes coming out of the consultation. As
well as many positive comments the main concerns related to the fairness of funding between FE
and HE, the need for student finance reform, the impact of funding on non-traditional students,
concerns around the value for money and proper costing models, IAG and whether the funding
actually reflects the needs of the economy. Philip was keen to reassure us this review wasn’t just
about HE fees, it wasn’t just about Universities and Colleges - it was the whole post 18 system. We
are expecting to have a full report in the Autumn.
In the second part of the session Gordon Marsden MP gave a fantastic understanding of the issues
he has and the challenges for the sector – it was a pleasure listening to him talk about the challenges
we are all facing and what needs to be done. In particular, he noted the power of argument in the
AELP Level 2 paper, especially as his constituency is made up of those key service sector businesses
of tourism, retail and hospitality.
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Theme 5 Make the Transition from Apprenticeship Frameworks to Standards & the Value of
Partnerships
Speakers: Fiona Hudson-Kelly (Smart Apprentice), Bill Rammell (University of Bedford), Paul McGuire
(JTL), Ace (Academy of Contemporary Music - ACM)
Key themes from this session included:
•
•
•

Are firm partnerships between HE and FE institutions the way forward? Is this how we
ensure that place based responses to economic development is maximised?
What is the roll of local authorities and LEPs in partnership arrangements? Is it confined to
the combined authorities?
ACM programme sounds fantastic wish I’d done it. How’s it funded?

The final session of the conference focused on collaborative working had some very interesting and
different presenters. Fiona Hudson-Kelly gave an overview of the challenges and opportunities of
transitioning from framework to standards. From an HEI perspective Bill Rammell (VC of
Bedfordshire University and former skills minister), an ITP perspective on working with colleges from
Paul McGuire from national provider JTL, and finishing the conference with Ace from the Academy of
Contemporary Music (ACM) – if ever there was an example of the power of fusion between the
workplace and the development of knowledge skills and behaviour, we had a 10 minute canter
through how it can really work in the creative industries – inspirational.
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Poll Results
Day 1
What has been the most important factor holding back your apprenticeship starts since May
2017

The government periodically runs marketing campaigns on apprenticeships. In your opinion,
which ones have most impact?
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Has the pace of the roll-out of apprenticeship standards negatively impacted on the amount
of apprenticeship provision you can deliver:

If the call comes about the impending arrival of an inspection team, which issue concerns you
the most:
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Day 2
Do you believe that the latest proposals for English devolution will have a positive impact on
skills in your area?
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Sponsor Adverts
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